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8th -Algebra I 
Students are adding, subtracting, multiplying and 
dividing polynomials.  Once they feel comfortable with 
those skills, we will do it all in reverse – by factoring!   
I will incorporate Quizziz into our classroom work so 
the students can enjoy practicing their skills in an 
interactive way.  Our Challenges of the Week (COW) 
will incorporate Khan Academy activities.

7th Pre-Algebra 

In seventh grade, the students are studying ratios, rates and 
proportions in preparation for a project that will include 
making a scale drawing of a condominium.  Calculating 
area of polygons and irregular shapes will also be skills they 
incorporate into the project.  Stay tuned for details!

 

Reminders

Friday is quiz day for all 
classes.  Quizzes are 
customized for each 
student and printed on 
blue paper.

Students take notes every 
day in math class. They 
should bring their journals 
home each night.

Every class has a 
challenging word problem 
assigned on Monday that 
is  due on Friday.  It is 
delivered in a Pringle 
chips can for grades 5-7!

Algebra I students work on 
their Challenge of the 
Week (aka COW) via 
Google Classroom.

Pringles and COWs are 
graded using a 5 point 
rubric. 

Students have math 
homework every night 
during the school week.

Help sessions are 
available weekly during 
recess on:
Tuesdays - ⅚ grades
Thursdays - ⅞ grades

Encourage your scholar to attend weekly help 
sessions if they are struggling with new material!

Math 6
INTEGERS!

Soon your scholar will 
be singing our Integer 

song around the house.  
They will learn all 
operations using 

positive and negative 
numbers.  Digitwhiz is a 
wonderful app to use to 
reinforce these skills.

Math Counts at CKS!
Mrs. Williamson’s 

Newsletter

Math 5
The students are highly 
motivated to reach their 
math goals in  Acc Math 
and I love recognizing 
them for their hard work!  
Ask them how many 
objectives they plan to 
master this 9 weeks. We 
continue to use 
Singapore Modeling on 
Pringle Challenges.  


